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MY WIFE IS A HACKER CHAPTER 2421-“Yeah.” Nicole nodded. “I suspect that our treatment sessions 

might have worked a little, other than the fact that there were external shocks involved.” 

These two factors might have a correlation, and that gave Nicole some confidence in being able to 

regain her memories again. 

“Since it has been effective, I’ll go through the treatment again based on the current situation. Let me 

know if you have any ideas,” Martin gently stated. 

“You’ve done well, and I’ve gotten this far because of your help. Well just proceed with any ideas or 

proposals you’ve got. I don’t have any suggestions at the moment.” Nicole replied. 

Indeed, she had begun to believe that her condition was getting better, and it was all thanks to Martin. 

Martin smiled. “You’re being too modest. If it wasn’t for you, I wouldn’t have done it myself.” 

After all, Nicole was a genius. As of now, Nicole’s skills and knowledge in medicine were ranked second 

in the world, right behind James Dade. 

“I’ll leave it to you for now. If the progress is still stagnant, we’ll research and discuss any possible 

solutions together.” Nicole smiled. 

She had complete trust in Martin, and partly due to the fact that she did not have the energy to come up 

with ideas of her own at the moment. 

In return, Martin glanced at Nicole and nodded with a serious look on his face, “Okay. We’ll work hard 

and help you regain your memories as soon as possible.” 

“We will.” Nicole nodded and smiled. 

A few moments later, Martin sent Nicole back to the Riddle residence, where she said her goodbye and 

got down from the car. After he saw that Nicole had entered the house, Martin looked away, smiled, 

and drove off. 

Martin felt happy to see that Nicole was doing well in life. He hoped that she would continue to lead a 

happy life. To him, the simple act of being able to see her in a great state made his efforts all worth it. 

Time flew by quickly, and just like that, two days had passed. 

Nicole arrived at the office as usual, and not long after, Lulu entered her office and whispered, “I’m 

afraid DillCorp is in real trouble this time around.” 

“Everett and Harvey have made a move?” Nicole’s eyes darkened, having waited for days for them to do 

something. 

Lulu nodded. “Yes. Everett had suffered a bitter defeat the last time. He has been looking for an 

opportunity to take his revenge on them.” 

As he had gotten lucky this time, this opportunity was not one he would pass on. 

“What has James been doing?” Nicole asked with a heavy tone. 



“Oh him? You’ve guessed it right. He seems to be helping Dillon by managing the company on the 

surface, but behind their backs, he has already begun paving a way out for himself.” Lulu smiled. 

“I see.” A cold light flashed in Nicole’s eyes. “Let’s leave Everett aside and focus on James now.” 

Lulu widened her eyes in shock. “Are you saying that Everett will lose this round again?” 

The thing that shocked Lulu was the notion that James would be winning again. 

“After all, they look down on James. Everett’s objective is to attack and overwhelm DillCorp, whereas 

James’ goal is to drain DillCorp of its funds. Which of these do you think will be easier to achieve?” 

Nicole raised her brows as she replied to Lulu. 

Lulu gave it some thought, and soon, she came to a realization. “Oh, I get it now!” 

That was the real reason as to why James had been doing what he was told whilst pretending to be on 

Raine’s and Dillion’s side. As a matter of fact, he had been working on his own goal of seizing DillCorp for 

himself. After he had completed his objective, everyone else would be left with nothing to take from the 

company. 

“Smart cookie.” Nicole smiled and praised her. 

Hearing that, Lulu smiled in embarrassment. “You’re the genius here. Without you, how would I grasp all 

of this knowledge?” 

“You should be more confident in yourself.” Nicole looked at Lulu, giving her some encouragement. 

Ever since Lulu joined that company, she had helped Nicole with a great number of things. In addition, 

Nicole could assign a myriad of tasks to Lulu without much worry. 

“Hehe.” Lulu scratched her head. “If there’s nothing else, I’ll get back to work.” 

“Alright. We’ll have lunch together this afternoon.” Nicole smiled. 
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Seeing that Lulu had left, Nicole steadied her gaze and smirked. 

This time around, she could finally put an end to the drama with DillCorp. After she had taken Dillion, 

James and Raine down, Everett and Damien would be the only ones left for her to deal with. She would 

never let anyone associated with Damien and Dillion off the hook. 

‘Even if I don’t know who the culprit behind this entire issue is, they were still the ones responsible for 

grandpa’s attempted murder. On top of that, they even forced grandpa to split the company’s shares. I 

can only imagine how angry and dejected grandpa was at that moment to have gone through that!’ 

Nicole thought. 

Meanwhile, at DillCorp, James and Raine had just emerged from Dillon’s office. 

“You really think you can do it?” Raine asked James with a worried look on her face. 

“We have to find a way. There’s no way we’re going to sit and watch Everett bully the heck out of you.” 

James looked at Raine affectionately. 



Feeling touched by those words, Raine’s eyes reddened.” James, you’ve been the best for me.” 

“I’m your husband. Of course it’s only right for me to want nothing but the best for you.” James stroked 

Raine’s hair as he said. “Don’t worry, I’ll try my best.” 

“Alright, I trust you.” Raine took a step forward and leaned in, burying her face in James’ chest. 

James lightly patted her back as a sign of comfort, though little did Raine know, his eyes were cold and 

emotionless. 

Now that everything is almost ready, my plan will soon come to fruition. I’ll see if anyone dares to look 

down on me after this. My future will be much brighter soon, and no one will ever belittle me anymore!’ 

he thought. 

At the headquarters of the Riddle Corporation, Nicole had just finished arranging and filing all of the 

documents. So, she lifted her head to look at the clock, and that was when she realized that it was 

almost time for lunch. 

With that, she got up and stretched her arms. Then, she stepped out of her office. 

Coincidentally, Lulu had also wandered over to look for Nicole, and as soon as she saw Nicole, she 

smiled and said, “Perfect timing! I was just about to call you out.” 

“It’s almost time, so let’s go,” Nicole said. 

“Sure!” 

Both of them took the elevator and arrived at the ground floor, and after they had exited the office 

building, Lulu suggested, “Should we have fish and chips for lunch today?” 

“Sure.” Nicole replied happily, as she was craving for it too. 

After they had hailed a cab and gotten in, the both of them arrived at an establishment somewhere near 

Royal Creek Institute. When they were students, they used to frequent this particular restaurant for 

their fish and chips. 

“This place still looks the same after so many years. Whenever June and I miss you, we’d meet here and 

have a meal,” Lulu explained to Nicole. 

Nicole had been informed that the design of the shop was the same as it was many years ago. Feeling a 

connection to the place, she found herself looking around. 

“Let’s go. We’ll sit there.” Lulu pulled Nicole by the hand and brought her to a corner she had found. 

“We used to sit here often.” 

After they had ordered their meal, Lulu sighed. “It feels like a dream, you know, coming here with you 

after so long.” 

In the past, whenever Lulu came here with June, they would be in a bad mood. So, they would simply 

dwell on the memories they had made together as a trio, even if neither of them had any appetite. 



“We should call June and get her to come here when we’re on break. We can all eat together at once,” 

Nicole suggested with a smile on her face. 

Upon giving it some thought, Lulu nodded. “Sure thing! Let’s do it before we get married. Consider it an 

item on our bachelorette trip!” 
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soon as possible.” Nicole teased, unable to help herself. 

If they were to put it on hold, it would no longer be considered a part of their bachelorette trip 

anymore. Rather, it would become a celebration of their marriage. 

“Why don’t we do it this weekend?” Lulu suggested, echoing Nicole’s ideas. 

“Sure, can you inform June when the time comes.” Nicole agreed, already looking forward to it. 

“Sure. We’ll have a huge feast that day!” Lulu said proudly.” It’ll be my treat!” 

Not bothering to fight for the bill, Nicole responded, “Sure thing.” 

As they had been longtime friends, neither of them had been calculative with one another at all. And 

since it was Lulu’s wish to buy them all dinner, Nicole did not mind granting it. 

Soon, the fish and chips were served, with the aroma of the paprika instantly making them salivate. The 

both of them held up their utensils and began to dig in. Their foreheads were beaded with sweat, and 

their cheeks were red as they both enjoyed their meal. 

However, it was then that Harvey entered the restaurant, and with a sweeping glance, he spotted Nicole 

sitting at the corner. Then, he narrowed his eyes. 

He had seen Nicole taking a cab on the way there, so he was curious as to why Nicole would be in that 

area. Initially, he had thought that she might be here to Mr. Riddle Sr. 

Unexpectedly, Nicole was just there to have lunch of fish and chips with Lulu. 

Harvey began to observe how happy Nicole was while chatting with Lulu, and that beaming smile on her 

face stunned him. It stopped him from approaching them, and he just stood there watching them. 

Then, the waiter approached Harvey and asked, “Sir, would you like a table for one?” 

Coming back to his senses, Harvey pointed to Nicole’s table. “I’m with that table over there. Please 

include a set of cutleries.” 

As soon as he had spoken, Harvey approached Nicole, his tall figure casting a dark shadow on Nicole. 

Nicole’s eyes narrowed, and her gaze turned cold. She did not even bother to see who it was, but she 

was certain that it was not Jared. In fact, a sense of annoyance was beginning to swell from within. 

“Harvey!” Lulu lifted her head first, frowning when she saw that the figure was indeed Harvey. 

Nicole narrowed her eyes into a glare. 



Then, she leaned backwards to get herself off Harvey’s shadow, and in a cold voice, she asked, “How 

may I help you, Mr. Ellison?” 

“I was just passing by and thought of having some fish and chips here too.” Harvey immediately plonked 

himself on the seat beside Nicole. 

With eyes as cold as frost, Nicole replied, “Grab your own table if you’d like to eat. You’re not welcome 

at this one.” 

For a moment, Harvey actually felt like he had returned back in time to his schooling days: Nicole was 

treating him the same way he had treated her when they were still students. 

“Sir, here are your utensils.” The waiter placed the utensils down in front of Harvey. 

Seeing this, Nicole quickly said, “I don’t know this person. Please ask him to leave our table.” 

“Uh…” The waiter, perplexed, gave Harvey a puzzled look. 

Then, he anxiously turned to look at Nicole again. He did not know what to do. 

“You’ve heard it. Get to work now. After all, we’re your customers. You’ll have to be responsible when 

we’re being harassed by others,” Lulu reminded upon noticing that the waiter was not doing anything. 

“Well, okay,” the waiter acquiesced. 

“Sir, I’ll get you a new table,” he said as he was about to remove Harvey’s utensils. 

“You may leave now.” Harvey immediately snatched the 

utensils away and glared at the waiter. 

This left the waiter in a state of confusion and awkwardness. What is wrong with these people?’ 

‘TH pay for this table.” Harvey declared, having lost his patience. 

Hearing this, the waiter turned to Nicole and said, “Let me know if you need any assistance.” 
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distance from the table. 

Nicole narrowed her eyes and looked at Lulu, who instantly understood her signal and nodded. Then, 

Lulu stood up and left. 

Harvey glanced at Lulu without uttering a word to her. Then, he turned to Nicole and said, “Come to 

think about it, it has been years since I’ve been back to Royal Creek Institute.” 

“Don’t you come to this area to visit Mr. Ellison from time to time?” Nicole glanced at Harvey as he 

spoke. 

Harvey’s eyes darkened and he looked away. It seemed as if he did not wish to answer the question. 

Noting this, Nicole raised her eyebrows and observed Harvey’s expression. ‘What does that mean?’ 

At that moment, Lulu had returned. She turned to Nicole and nodded slightly before taking a seat. 



“Nicole, let’s eat. The taste is still the same as before,” Lulu stated, pretending as if nothing had 

happened and continued eating with Nicole. 

Although Harvey had insisted on staying at the table, it was obvious that the two ladies had disregarded 

his presence. 

However, it also seemed to them that Harvey was not feeling ashamed at all. He brazenly continued 

sitting there. 

Even with the utensils laying on the table, he was not there to eat, so he continued staring at Nicole. 

“Are the both of you sincere about treating me to a meal? 

You only ordered fish and chips…Harvey?” Mr. Ellison complained as soon as he stepped into the 

premises. 

But the moment he saw Harvey, his expression froze, almost as if he was caught off guard. 

“Sir, didn’t you say that you’ve eaten lunch already?” Lulu smiled while she stood up and gave her seat 

to Mr. Ellison. 

Then, she ordered a cup of tea for him. 

“Sir, have a seat.” Nicole smiled and welcomed Mr. Ellison to the table. 

Mr. Ellison regained his composure and sat down, and as he looked at Nicole, he said, “I did not expect 

the both of you to spend your lunch break here just to have a meal.” 

“We just had a sudden craving.” Nicole smiled as she replied. 

Then, Mr. Ellison turned to Harvey and asked, “Did Harvey drop by for a visit?” 

“I bumped into them,” Harvey replied coldly. 

“Oh.” Mr. Ellison uttered with a sorrowful look on his face. 

Nicole narrowed her eyes and carefully observed the duo of Mr. Ellison and Harvey. She could tell that 

something was off between the two of them. It was a meeting between the grandfather and grandson, 

where Mr. Ellison was indifferent to the presence of his grandson, who seemed to have had 

his guard up. Indeed, it was a weird interaction. 

Nicole turned to look at Lulu, after which she darted her eyes at the grandfather-grandson duo for a 

quick second before looking away. Then, Lulu lightly shook her head to indicate that she did not know 

what was going on either. 

However, Lulu could also tell that the tension was palpable between the both of them, as if Mr. Ellison 

was owing 

Harvey something. However, the entire Ellison Group was now under Harvey’s command, and Mr. 

Ellison had completely relinquished all of his power and positions to Harvey too. As such, it would be 

impossible for Harvey to be dissatisfied with what his grandfather had given him now. 



“Nicole, I’ve had my lunch already. I came over to see you since I heard that you’re here. If there’s 

nothing else, I’ll 

return to the institute now.” Mr. Ellison stated, ready to leave as he did not seem as if he could keep up 

the charade any longer. 

“Alright. I’ll visit you another day.” Nicole replied, not pressing him to stay. 

Mr. Ellison then glanced at Harvey and walked off, with each step of his low and heavy. 

Nicole’s gaze darkened as she stared at Mr. Ellison’s figure. She was now even more confident in her 

guess – a conflict had erupted between Mr. Ellison and Harvey 

“Harvey, you’re not here to eat, and yet, you don’t want to leave. What are you trying to do here?” Lulu 

pointed out, seeing that Harvey was still there. 

Harvey shrugged and stood up. 

Then, he turned to Nicole and said, “Fine, I’ll see you another time.” 

As soon as he had spoken, Harvey strode out of the establishment. 
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restaurant. 

Then, she issued a sigh of relief, “Finally, he’s gone.” 

“Let’s eat. We need to head back after we’re done eating.” Nicole remained calm, as if Harvey’s 

appearance had not affected her at all. 

Lulu looked outside again, and in a soft voice, she asked,” What do you think happened between Mr. 

Ellison and Harvey? They seem to be behaving oddly.” 

The two of them had never thought of looking for Mr. Ellison when they decided to go to the restaurant. 

All they had in mind was to have lunch and return to the office. 

Unexpectedly, they bumped into Harvey, who proceeded to harass them. So, they had come up with a 

last minute decision to find Mr. Ellison, just so they could get him to chase Harvey away. Little did they 

know that they would happen upon an unexpected discovery. 

Such was probably why Mr. Ellison had been staying in the institute recently. He had even moved his 

belongings into the institute now. Therefore, it would not be a stretch to say that the two of them had 

issues with one another. 

“You’ve been living in San Joto all this time. Have you heard anything?” Nicole queried. 

Nicole did not remember anything. After all, she had not been living in San Joto for five years already, 

and thus, she would not know much even if she still remembered everything. At this point, it was a 

question of whether was up to date with whatever had happened between the Ellisons or not. 

Lulu shook her head. “I really don’t know anything.” 



Whatever Lulu knew about was pretty much public information, and that was Harvey had taken over 

everything from the Ellison family in a short span of time while Mr. 

Ellison had retired and was enjoying his life free of most responsibilities. He was satisfied with watching 

over the institute. 

Nicole pursed her lips and said, “There is definitely something wrong. I’ll ask Jared about it when I get 

back.” 

She thought that Jared would know something about it. 

After all, Jared had collaborated with Mr. Ellison when it came to a myriad of projects, all of which were 

discontinued because of Harvey. 

“Jared might know something about it.” Lulu nodded. 

“Let’s eat.” Nicole smiled. 

“Alright.” Lulu nodded and continued eating in peace. 

When they came out of the restaurant after lunch, Nicole turned her gaze to the Royal Creek Institute, 

her eyes darkening. 

Although she did not remember much about the past, she had an inexplicable feeling about the place 

from the two encounters she had with Mr. Ellison. These meetings had given her a better understanding 

about who she was and everything that had occurred here. 

With Mr. Ellison’s prominent status, and Harvey’s outstanding performances, they should be prancing 

around in high spirits. Yet, Mr. Ellison appeared to be deeply hurt within. This had led Nicole to believe 

that something heartbreaking must have happened between Mr. Ellison and Harvey. 

“Nicole, let’s go,” Lulu called out upon noticing that Nicole was not getting into the car. 

Nicole regained her composure and got into the car, whereupon they drove off and headed back to the 

headquarters of the Riddle Corporation. 

“Why do you think Harvey spotted you and followed you there today? I don’t think he was here just to 

watch you eat. Is it possible he was here because of DillCorp and NandoCorp?” Lulu asked. 

After all, Harvey had only left them alone after they had asked Mr. Ellison to come over. Otherwise, 

Harvey would not have allowed them to eat in peace that easily: he must have looked for them with 

some sort of ulterior motive in mind. 

“At the very least, he’s here to get a scoop on what’s going on,” Nicole replied calmly as if she had read 

Harvey’s mind. 

“Is he worried that we’ll side with DillCorp?” Lulu frowned. With Harvey proactively aiding Everett, it 

was obvious that DillCorp had gained the upper hand. But now that Harvey had probably discovered 

that Nicole had been providing assistance to Dillion’s family in secret, they were worried if things would 

become even more difficult for them in the future. 



“I guess he must have noticed it previously, but he did not have any evidence to back it up,” Nicole 

analyzed. 

If this was not the case, Harvey would not have summoned the courage to meet her face to face. And 

while he likely still did not possess any evidence needed to support his case, him showing up personally 

was probably a way to pressure Nicole to step back. 

“Oh, so he has begun to suspect us.” Lulu widened her eyes as she came to a realization. 

“Yeah, that’s possible.” Nicole nodded. 

However, she was not too nervous about it. Even if Harvey were to get any evidence, there was nothing 

he could do. Nicole did not break any laws, so him losing would be nothing but a testament of his 

incompetence. 

Feeling a little worried, Lulu asked, “In that case, should we be more careful from now onwards?” 

Nicole’s eyes darkened as she replied, “There’s no need for that. We will be seeing the results soon.” 

When the time came, they would win, and everything would be rendered a fair game. With that said, 

nothing else was worth their time and effort at the moment. 

“Oh.” Lulu nodded, thinking that what Nicole said made sense. 

In fact, Lulu began to wonder, ‘It’ll be great if Harvey knows about it. One can imagine how funny his 

expression would be right now.’ 

Nicole glanced at Lulu, and almost instantly, she understood what she was thinking. This got Nicole to 

burst out laughing. 
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Riddle Corporation. Overall, their lunch was still quite enjoyable, barring Harvey’s presence, which they 

ignored. 

And after returning to the company, the two went back to work. 

Soon, dusk fell. During the rush hours, the streets were crowded with people and cars as everyone made 

their way home. By the time Nicole and Jared got home, Tia had just returned with Stanley and the kids. 

Lovingly holding her children’s hands, Nicole beamed. “Did you behave yourselves in kindergarten 

today?” 

“Definitely!” Lana proudly raised her chin. “We’ve been super good!” 

“That’s great,” Nicole praised. 

After giving Lana’s hair a gentle ruffle, Nicole held her hand and said, “Let’s get inside.” 

The three of them headed back into their house, with Jared following behind with Tia and Stanley. 

“Nicole, I’ll head back to the backyard,” Tia informed after a slight moment of hesitation. 



This prompted Nicole to halt in her tracks and glance at Tia, and after a brief delay, she nodded. 

“Alright.” 

Tia returned the nod and ambled to the backyard while Stanley stared at her with his forehead creased. 

“Come on,” Nicole called out to Stanley, who snapped out of his thoughts and redirected his gaze. 

“Yeah, right behind you.” 

Nicole had an inexplicable feeling that Stanley and Tia were behaving rather strangely, so she proceeded 

to give Stanley a meaningful look. 

Noticing that, Stanley shied away from Nicole’s gaze and picked Lana up. “I’ll carry you inside.” 

Nicole smirked upon noticing Stanley’s behavior. She had a gut feeling that something was off. 

The pair of Daniel and Gloria were already in the living room, and when their children and grandchildren 

marched in, they commented, “Well, isn’t this a coincidence? You all came back together today.” 

“Well, we just met in the courtyard,” Stanley explained and plonked himself on the couch after putting 

Lana down. 

“Where’s Tia?” Gloria asked after noticing her absence. 

To that, Nicole sat down and answered, “She went home.” 

“Oh, alright.” Gloria did not dwell on it, thinking that Tia must have just been tired. 

“Since you’re all back, let’s eat,” Daniel urged. 

“Are Samuel and Spencer not coming home?” Stanley asked. 

“They went to find their future wives, right?” Lana chimed in with her squeaky voice. 

Everyone paused before bursting into laughter, whereupon Gloria patted Lana’s head and smiled. 

“That’s right. They went to look for their future wives.” 

“Ugh,” Lana sighed while shaking her head. 

Surprised, Gloria widened her eyes and asked, “What’s wrong?” 

“Once they get married, will they even come back for dinner? They’ll rarely eat at home in the future, 

right?” Lana asked, looking a little crestfallen. 
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“Well, there’s going to be fewer people around. When Mummy and Daddy get married, do we also need 

to move into the manor next door? And if Uncle Stanley gets married, only Grandpa and Grandma will 

remain here,” Lana said. 

Everyone was left dumbfounded upon hearing Lana’s analysis, with all of them amazed at how this little 

girl could think so far ahead and even be concerned about her grandparents. 



“Don’t worry. Your Uncle Stanley will be at home,” Nolan said, giving his sister a look with his face all 

scrunched up in a grimace. 

“How would you know? Although Uncle Stanley doesn’t have a girlfriend now, it doesn’t mean he won’t 

have one later on,” Lana objected, unconvinced that Stanley would remain single all his life. 

“I just know,” Nolan persisted. 

Without further explaining, Nolan figured Lana would not understand no matter how well he explained 

it. 

He then pulled Lana away, “Let’s go. We’ll head up. Everyone is going to eat now.” 

“No, I don’t want to. You can go up by yourself,” Lana pouted, refusing to go upstairs with Nolan. 

Not intent on forcing Lana to accompany him, Nolan went up on his own. He was going to take on 

another mission today. 

Soon, everyone settled down in the dining room. 

As she thought about Samuel and Spencer, Gloria’s expression changed. Gloria felt that what Lana said 

was right. The family was indeed getting smaller, and soon, everyone would leave. 

It was inevitable but it was still somewhat bittersweet. She had always hoped that her kids would have 

families of their own. However, once they started their own family, they would no longer be as close as 

they used to be, leaving the house and turning it into an empty nest. 

Nicole had a meaningful look on her face as she eyed Stanley. She too felt what Lana said was right. Lana 

must have sensed something unusual, one apparent enough for her to arrive at such a conclusion. 

It would be great if Stanley could get together with Tia and live at the Riddle residence. If one of them 

remained, it would mean that there would be grandchildren in the future, and this in turn connoted that 

Gloria and Daniel would not feel as lonely in the house. After all, living nearby was different from living 

under the same roof, even if the other children moved out. 

Noticing Nicole’s stare, Stanley became somewhat uneasy.” Stop staring at me. Let’s eat.” 

“Stanley, I think Lana has a point. You should consider it, you know. After all, you have a head start,” 

Nicole teased. 

Stanley coughed, a look of awkwardness written all over his face. “Let’s talk about me later. Right now, 

we should focus on Samuel and Spencer.” 

“You’re right. When we’re done with them, you’re next,” Nicole agreed, making Stanley even more 

embarrassed. 

Taking a deep breath, Stanley looked at Jared. “Personally, I think that once they’re settled, we should 

consider arranging your wedding ceremony. What do you think, Jared?” 

“I like this proposal,” Jared, who was naturally in favor of it, agreed, prompting a playful eye roll from 

Nicole. 



“Awesome! Daddy and Mummy should get married too,” Lana happily clapped her hands, her eyes 

brimming with hope. 

Nicole was at a loss for words as she wondered how the conversation had steered toward them. She did 

not understand why those around her would be so eager to see her tie the knot. In her view, her 

marriage would not make much of a difference at all. 

Sighing inwardly, Nicole gently pinched Lana’s cheeks.” Mummy and Daddy are going to wait a little 

longer. Let’s think about Uncle Spencer and Uncle Samuel’s wedding first. If 

In Nicole’s opinion, there were more important things to consider than marriage. First off, she was 

concerned about 

her kids, Nolan and Lana, whose identities would be exposed if they became the flower girl and ring 

bearer respectively. 

Jared, who had been paying attention to Nicole’s shift in expression, noticed her concerns too. With 

that, the look on his face became sterner as well. 
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already fast asleep, during which Jared grabbed her towel and helped dry her hair. 

His tone was gentle as he asked, “What’s on your mind?” 

With a raised eyebrow, Nicole gave him a look of shock, and she bit her lip before issuing a sigh. “I’m 

worried that Nolan and Lana’s identities will be exposed when they become the ring bearer and flower 

girl at the wedding.” 

Indeed, Nicole was worried that the kids would get in trouble when their identities were disclosed. 

Jared’s expression darkened. He had also thought so, as he noticed that Nicole’s mood had only begun 

to change when they discussed the marriage. Because of this, he figured that she was worried about the 

kids. 

“You get to decide if you wish to protect them by keeping their identities a secret or announce them to 

the world and have round-the-clock security to guard them in the future,” Jared suggested, trying to find 

a solution. 

Nicole’s worry was evident as she frowned. “It’s better to keep them away from the spotlight. But then, 

Lana has been looking forward to this. She’ll be heartbroken if I tell her that she can no longer be the 

flower girl.” 

The truth would ultimately be revealed, sooner or later, and thus, it was better to protect the kids’ 

safety at all times. 

Seeing this, Jared ruffled Nicole’s hair with an affectionate smile. Don’t worry. Relax, and don’t fret.” 

“Yeah,” Nicole smiled and nodded her head. 

However, she was still dwelling on the issue. Not only did they have to do a good job of protecting the 

kids, but they also had to eliminate all dangers, such as those who might harbor ill will toward the kids. 



“Don’t think about it. They’ll be fine,” Jared said gently, his fingers softly running down Nicole’s hair. 

“We should sleep,” Nicole stated, feeling reassured but tired. 

Watching Nicole lying on the bed, Jared draped the blanket over her. He then got up and headed to the 

bathroom. 

By the time he had emerged from the shower, Nicole was already fast asleep. Jared gently tiptoed to the 

bed and laid down next to Nicole. 

Just like that, the night was over, and Nicole had a good rest. Her complexion was smooth when she 

woke up. 

Feeling refreshed, she did her morning routine and made her way downstairs with Jared. And then, after 

breakfast, they left the house. 

“Do you know what happened to the Ellison family?” Nicole asked while the events of yesterday 

afternoon crossed her mind. 

“Harvey Ellison?” Jared’s voice carried a trace of coldness as his eyes darkened. 

“Yeah,” Nicole nodded, sensing that something had happened. 

Darting his eyes at Nicole, Jared said, “Five years ago, Harvey targeted Johnson Group and Riddle 

Corporation just so that he could get to you. After your disappearance, he became disheartened and 

backed down. Who knew he had been keeping his identity a secret?” 

Hearing that, Nicole exclaimed. “What secret? Isn’t he Mr. Ellison’s grandson?” 
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could Mr. Ellison have ended up the way he did?” 

“What happened, exactly?” Nicole asked, getting more curious about the situation. 

“To be exact, all of this happened because of the bad blood between Harvey’s parents and Mr. Ellison. 

Mr. Ellison didn’t like Harvey’s mother, and that’s why Harvey’s parents had not returned to the Ellison 

family for so long. It was not until Harvey’s family passed away that Mr. Ellison took Harvey home,” 

Jared explained with a look of indifference. 

“So Harvey had a bone to pick with Mr. Ellison?” Nicole queried, beginning to understand what was 

going on. 

“Yeah.” Jared nodded. “Mr. Ellison wanted to raise Harvey peacefully and allow him to inherit all of the 

assets in the Ellison family. No one expected him to come back just for revenge.” 

Without waiting for Mr. Ellison to relinquish his position in Ellison Group, Harvey had brazenly seized all 

of the equity in the Ellison Group and coerced the board of directors into relieving Mr. Ellison of his 

position as chairman. Although Mr. Ellison was heartbroken, he did not make a fuss about it and quietly 

went back to teaching at Royal Creek Institute, and had never stepped foot in the Ellison family ever 

since. 

“Sheesh, I never knew that there was such drama between them,” Nicole lamented. 



As it turned out, this entire fiasco was the reason as to why Mr. Ellison had an air of sorrow when she 

met him yesterday. It was a rather sad story. 

“But then, Mr. Ellison seems to be doing relatively fine. His intention was to hand over all of the family 

assets to Harvey anyways,” Nicole stated. 

The only thing that had upset him was that Harvey had achieved his goals through means different from 

what Mr. Ellison had planned. 

“How should I put it? Although the results were the same, Mr. Ellison’s heart must have been 

thoroughly shattered,” Jared explained bitterly. 

At this rate, it was hard to put a finger on who was the one in the wrong. 

“Don’t bother too much with other people’s affairs. But do put your guard up when you see Harvey next 

time,” Jared said with a frosty look. 

He was not concerned about the affairs of others, but due to the fact that Harvey had a dark and twisted 

mind, Jared thought that it was something Nicole should take note of. 

“Alright,” Nicole agreed with a solemn look. 

She knew she had to be wary of Harvey, especially after knowing these dirty secrets of his. 

With her eyes on Jared, Nicole was aware that Jared had a connection with Mr. Ellison that was far from 

superficial, and so, she could not help but ask, “As for Mr. Ellison, are you not going to do anything 

about it?” 

“There’s no point in interfering,” Jared said indifferently. 

After all, Mr. Ellison’s current situation was a result of the estrangement between him and Harvey, 

rather than Harvey’s act of taking over through dubious means. Ultimately, those assets were ultimately 

meant for him. 

For an old man, all Mr. Ellison cared about was his family, which was something he no longer had. As for 

the issue between Harvey and Mr. Ellison, Jared was an outsider. Thus, it would not be appropriate for 

him to interfere. 

Nicole sighed, understanding Jared’s reasoning. With that in mind, she stopped pressing any further. 

Soon, the car came to a stop at the headquarters of Riddle Corporation, where Nicole opened the door, 

got out of the car, and waved to Jared with a smile. “Goodbye.” 

Jared responded with a smile and waved back before instructing Max to drive off. 

The car picked up speed, and Nicole watched as it drove away before entering the company building. 

However, she paused when she saw a familiar figure. 

“Hehe. You caught me,” Lulu said, surprised. 

She had intended to cover Nicole’s eye to scare her, but as expected, Nicole had whirled around before 

she could. 



Nicole shook her head and chuckled. “Gosh, you’re not a kid anymore.” 

Lulu poked her tongue and wrapped her arms around Nicole. “You two were inseparable, so I thought I 

didn’t want to disturb you.” 

In response, Nicole lightly tapped Lulu’s forehead. “We’re not as lovey-dovey as you and Spencer are.” 

“We’re not lovey-dovey,” Lulu flushed. 

The two of them then chatted and laughed as they entered the office wing, that was until they 

coincidentally ran into Sean and Steve. 

“Where are you going?” Nicole asked, noticing that they were preparing to leave the building. 
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“Oh, you guys go ahead. I’ll contact you if anything happens at the company,” Nicole said and stepped 

aside. 

Sean and Steve exchanged glances, and with solemn looks on each of their faces, they stated, 

“Something is going to happen at DillCorp.” 

Nicole frowned. “I know. Don’t worry about it.” 

Feeling more at ease, the two brothers replied, “Good. We’ll get going first and find you when we’re 

done.” 

Nicole smiled. “Run along. Perhaps by the time you return, there’ll be good news.” 

“Well, I’m going to be looking forward to that,” Sean said, and strode off with Steve. 

Nicole and Lulu then made their way upstairs into Nicole’s office. 

“Is James about to succeed?” Lulu asked with excitement. 

“I suppose so,” Nicole nodded. 

Sean and Steve must have been talking about this. If things were changing in DillCorp, it could only mean 

that Raine had assumed control over the company. However, James was still the puppet master behind 

the scenes. He would likely take action soon, so all Nicole needed to do was wait for him to strike. 

“We really have to keep an eye on James this time,” Lulu said, before urging the opposition to keep their 

wits about them via text. 

Then, she smiled at the reply she had gotten. “Finally, it’s time to wrap up.” 

Lulu could not wait to see the look on Raine’s face when she lost everything. After this incident, Dillion 

would have to behave himself if he wanted a peaceful life. 

“Let’s wait and see,” Nicole smirked coldly. 

In the future, Dillion’s family would no longer possess the ability or resources to achieve their sinister 

plans. 



“What about Everett? If James wins out on this, Everett loses, right?” Lulu asked, knowing Everett would 

lose his mind if that happened. 

In reply, Nicole sneered and snorted. “Well, that’s between them.” 

This time, if Everett failed again, Harvey would probably run out of patience. 

After pondering for a moment with a frown, Lulu nodded,” You’re right. We don’t need to worry about 

them.” 

After Dillion’s family had been given the fatal blow, Damien’s family would be all that was left for them 

to deal with. After that, no one should dare to come after Nicole anymore. 

Knowing this, Nicole smiled and said, “Alright, let’s get back to work.” 

“Yep,” Lulu agreed, before pausing and turning to Nicole.” Oh, have you found out about Harvey’s 

situation? What’s going on between him and Mr. Ellison?” 

“Just another dirty secret of the rich. It’s better not to know. Just be cautious while you’re around 

Harvey in the future,” Nicole advised. 

“Oh yeah. We mustn’t be careless with someone as twisted as him.” Lulu pouted. 

“You’re right about that,” Nicole bit her lips, having concluded that she was nobody to judge who was 

right or wrong. 

Lulu shrugged. “It’s better to stay in the dark as far as the secrets of the rich are concerned. I’ll get back 

to work now.” 

Watching as Lulu sauntered off, Nicole chuckled. Then, she began reviewing the documents on her 

table. 

Meanwhile, Everett had personally shown up at the headquarters of the Ellison Group after discovering 

that he could not reach Harvey. 

 


